UDHAGAMANDALAM RACES 2018
EXTRA DAY, WEDNESDAY, 6TH JUNE 2018
PENETROMETER READING: 3.98 Cms
PRESS RELEASE

Permission was granted to Trainer Akbar Malick to saddle the following horses for Trainer Fazal-UlRehman at both Trainers risk and liability.
5th Race Horse No.5 SEVEN CRORE
6th Race Horse No.12 ZINFANDELLE
Permission was granted to Trainer R.Foley to saddle the following horse for Trainer Vishal Gaikwad
at both Trainers risk and liability.
7th Race Horse No.8 ROOSEVELT

1ST RACE:THE POOR HORSES PLATE (DIV-I) (57):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES
RATED 20 TO 45.
Jockey M.Bhaskar could not claim 5 kg allowance on ATACAMA as a result of which he was not
permitted to ride and was substituted by Apprentice Jockey Shamse Raja.
GREEN GROVE (A.Ayaz Khan) was slow to start losing about a length or two.
COUNTRY’S ANGEL (P.K.Gaddam) drawn 4 jumped awkwardly out and WILD AT HEART
(Shahar Babu) drawn 9 jumped awkwardly in crowding and cramping the field in between.
Jockey Kishore Kadam reported the loss of whip at about the 150 metres.
It was observed that from the 200 metres till the winning post App.Jockey Shamse Raja the rider of
ATACAMA had not made any efforts. When questioned jockey could not give any satisfactory
explanation. Trainer Huma Malick deputizing for Trainer Imran Malick has been advised not to
declare him in races till he shows improvement in a couple of mock races.However as he was already
declared for 8th June 2018 race day he was given permission to ride on that day.
Trainer & App.Jockey Shamse Raja were informed that if his riding skills did not improve he would
be reported to the Stewards for de-licensing.
Apprentice Jockey L.Kamigallu was severely cautioned for exalting victory sign before passing the
winning post.

2ND RACE:THE POOR HORSES PLATE (DIV-II) (58):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES
RATED 20 TO 45.
HAZYMORN (Shahar Babu) was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.
Approaching 900 metres QUEEN OF VENICE (A.M.Alam) was observed to be running out despite
Apprentice Jockey’s best efforts and later at 800 metres slipped from its hind and fell dislodging the
Jockey.

3RD RACE:THE NOT GOOD ENOUGH PLATE(59):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES
RATED 40 TO 65.

EXCEED AND EXCEL (Noorshed Alam) was slow to start losing about a length or two.
PERFECT PRINCESS(Tanveer Alam) was observed to throw its head up and in the process lost
considerable ground as the start was affected. Trainer Huma Malick was asked to show his charge
atleast twice at the gates to the starter’s satisfaction before accepting with it again.
Senior Veterinary officer reported that EXCEED AND EXCEL returned lame on his right fore after
his run in the above race .Trainer B.Suresh was advised to get his charge certified fit by the club’s
Veterinary officer before accepting with it again.
An enquiry has been opened into the running and riding of STEVE MCQUEEN ridden by Jockey
Saddam Hussain and trained by Mr. Fahad Khan.

4TH RACE:NO GOOD HORSES PLATE (DIV-I) (60):TERMS FOR MAIDEN
HORSES 3 YEARS OLD ONLY.
HELLEBORUS (Md.Hesnain) was slow to start losing about a length.
ILLUMINATE (Shahar Babu) was slow to start losing about 3 lengths and observed to be running
out throughout the race and drifted out onto the sand track from the 250 metres to the winning post.
Trainer R.Foley was advised to take remedial measures before accepting with his charge again.
Jockey K.V.Baskar the rider of ONYX was cautioned for shifting out passing the 400 metres forcing
out EXCELLENT RAINBOW (C.Umesh) who in turn went onto RUTBEDAAR(P.K.Gaddam) .

5TH RACE NO GOOD HORSES PLATE (DIV-II) (61):TERMS FOR MAIDEN
HORSES 3 YEARS OLD ONLY.
REMARKABLE (Deepak Singh) was slow to start losing about a length.
INDIALITE (K.V.Baskar) was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 length.
TOP OF THE POPS (Akshay Kumar) was observed to be lugging in for major part of the race.
Trainer B.Suresh was advised to take remedial measures before accepting with his charge again.
Jockey Akshay Kumar the rider of TOP OF THE POPS reported loss of whip at about the 200
metres.

6TH RACE:THE I AM IN WANT PALTE (62):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES RATED
80 AND ABOVE
Jockey J.Ayaz Ahmed being indisposed he was permitted to be substituted on VIA AMORIS by
Jockey Md.Farhan Alam.
KAPALUA (K.V.Baskar) was slow to start losing about 3 lengths.Trainer A.Rahmathullah was
asked to show his charge at the gates to the starter’s satisfaction before accepting with it again.
EXCELERATE (Kishore Kadam) drawn 5 jumped awkwardly in and ACADEMS (Akshay Kumar)
drawn 3 jumped awkwardly out causing a check to MERCHANTOFVENICE (C.A.Brisson) drawn
4.

Jockey Ashhad Asbar the rider of ZINFANDELLE reported the loss of whip at about the 350 metres.

7TH RACE THE CHARITY CUP (63):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES RATED 60 TO
85.
SPIRIT AND TRUTH (P.K.Gaddam) bolted while being led to the gates and completed a run around
the entire course, under the circumstance the horse was permitted to be withdrawn before coming
under starter’s orders.
ARECA CRUISE (C.Umesh) was slow to start losing about a length.
Jockey Kishore Kaddam the rider of ROOSEVELT reported the loss of whip 50 metres from the
winning post.

8TH RACE:THE CONSOLATION CUP (64):A HANDICAP FOR HORSES RATED 20
TO 45.
Jockey P.K.Gaddam being indisposed he was permitted to be substituted on LADY LOVE by Jockey
Md.Hesnain.
CACHAREL (Tanveer Alam) jumped awkwardly out causing a check to SAY MY NAME (Kishore
Kadam) who lost 2 lengths in the process, the incident being accidental no action was initiated.
Jockey K.V.Baskar the rider of CACHAREL was severely cautioned for not making efforts to
improve his position from the 650 meters till the 250 meters.

The following horses were sampled on 22ND
1. FANTASTIC HIT
2. STAR DREAMS
3. COLOSSAL MOMENTS 4. COTTON HALL
5. STAR SUPREMO
6. GOLDBERG
7. ROOSEVELT
8. SPIRIT AND TRUTH 9. CATELYN
-

May, 2018:
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Withdrawn
Winner

Total No. of Races: 8
Total No. of Runners: 88
Average no. of Runners: 11

Sd : Chief Stipendiary Steward,
Madras Race Club.

